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Home Prices on the Rise Amid Low
Inventory Levels and High Demand
The latest report from CoreLogic showed that home
prices continued to rise at a much faster pace than
previously expected, growing 2.0% in March. On a
year-over-year basis, the growth stood at 5.9%, the
fastest pace since last July. CoreLogic predicts that
prices will rise 0.8% in April, and that the year-overyear growth will tick down to 5.4%.
Unusually low inventory levels and a coinciding
increase in demand are driving the prices of existing
homes higher. Faster-growing prices are both good
and bad news. The bad news is that the higher pace of
home price increases may put a dent in the
affordability of existing homes, which is something
that has the potential of slowing down the housing
recovery. The good news is that it is reassuring to see
many new buyers who feel financially secure and
confident enough to buy a home, even at higher prices.
Faster price growth also helps existing homeowners to
emerge from their underwater mortgages. According

to CoreLogic, current home prices are still 11% below
their April 2006 peak. More important, as fastergrowing prices hurt the affordability of existing homes,
the demand might shift toward new homes. The gap
between existing-home prices and new home prices
had grown unusually wide and declines in that gap
could bolster the construction sector. That, in turn,
could provide a direct boost to the GDP and
employment. CoreLogic predicts that the price growth
of existing homes may moderate later this year and
that the prices may increase by about 5.1% from
March 2015 to March 2016.
This article contains certain forward-looking
statements which involve known and unknown risks,
uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the
actual results to differ materially from any future
results expressed or implied by those projected
statements. Past performance does not guarantee
future results.
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I Bonds Versus TIPS, Part 1
Most investors looking for a low-risk hedge against
inflation automatically think of Treasury InflationProtected Securities, or TIPS. But under the right
circumstances, I Bonds, which also offer an inflationadjusted interest rate, may be just as useful—provided
that investors understand how they work and how they
differ from TIPS.
One reason that investors don't hear more about I
Bonds is that, unlike many other bond types, they are
not traded on a market. Only the person in whose
name they are registered may redeem them. As such, I
Bonds are not found in bond funds' portfolios. These
are securities you have to invest in directly.
There are two ways to purchase I Bonds. You can buy
them in electronic form directly from
TreasuryDirect.gov or you can instruct the IRS (using
Form 8888) to use some or all of your federal income
tax refund to buy paper I Bonds or to send the money
to your TreasuryDirect account, which you can then
use to purchase them.
One drawback of I Bonds is that annual purchases are
limited to $10,000 per Social Security number for
electronic versions and $5,000 per year for paper
versions. So, investors who hope to make I Bonds a
cornerstone of their inflation-protection strategy and
who have a large amount of assets may have to build a
suitable position over time. Also, electronic I Bonds
may be purchased in any amount of $25 or more,
while paper I Bonds are only issued in denominations
of $50, $100, $200, $500, $1,000, and $5,000.
Difference in Inflation-Adjustment Methods
Like TIPS, I Bonds are designed to adjust for
inflation, although they do so in different ways. For
one, TIPS adjust the value of their principal and, thus,
the yield, while I Bonds adjust the yield directly with
no change to the principal value. Both adjust for
inflation semi-annually, and for I Bonds, this happens
on the six- and 12-month anniversaries of the date
they were issued (the rate of the adjustment is
determined every May and November). Both security
types use the Consumer Price Index as the basis for
their inflation adjustments.
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The fact that I Bonds adjust their yields only twice a
year and are not tradable means that they can be less
sensitive than TIPS to near-term changes in the rate
of inflation. For example, if inflation spikes in June of
a given year, an investor holding I Bonds would have
to wait at least another five months, until November,
for the yield on the I Bond to reflect this change (and
possibly longer if the anniversary of the I Bond's
purchase falls after November). With TIPS, that's not
an issue because market prices will adjust to reflect
more recent changes to the rate of inflation. Of course,
if inflation heads lower, the delay in the adjustment
could potentially provide a short-term advantage for I
Bonds relative to TIPS.
The interest rate paid by I Bonds includes both a fixed
rate that remains constant for the life of the bond plus
the inflation adjustment. With interest rates as low as
they are right now and inflation relatively low as well,
newly issued I Bonds aren't paying much. In fact, the
fixed-rate portion of new I Bonds is paying 0%, while
the inflation rate for the full year ending with the most
recent adjustment last November is 1.48%, for an
overall composite rate on the bond of 1.48%.
However, one advantage that I Bonds have over TIPS
is that their composite interest rate is guaranteed to
never fall below 0%, meaning the bondholder is
guaranteed to never lose principal. With TIPS, yields
can turn negative, potentially leading to losses for the
bondholder.
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I Bonds Versus TIPS, Part 2
Interest Payments and Tax Advantages
I Bonds continue to earn interest for up to 30 years
but can be redeemed as soon as after 12 months.
However, a three-month interest penalty applies. They
can be redeemed after five years with no penalty.
Unlike with TIPS and other bond types, which pay
out periodic interest payments, I Bond interest accrues
until the bond is redeemed, compounding twice a year
while offering no periodic payments.
For those looking for an inflation hedge to be held in a
taxable account, I Bonds offer some tax advantages
relative to TIPS. The most important of these is that I
Bond-holders may defer paying taxes on interest until
they redeem the bond. The holder of a TIPS, on the
other hand, must pay taxes each year on the interest as
well as on any adjustment to the value of its principal
(sometimes referred to as "phantom income"). As with
TIPS, the interest on I Bonds is taxable at the federal
level but is exempt from state and local taxes.
For some college savers, I Bonds also offer a tax
advantage in that interest is tax-free if used to pay for
college tuition and fees. However, income restrictions
do apply. For 2014, the tax break began phasing out at
$113,950 in modified adjusted gross income for
married couples filing jointly and phased out
completely at incomes of $143,950 and above. (For
single filers, the tax break starts to phase out at
$76,000 and goes away at modified adjusted gross
income above $91,000.)
Are I Bonds for You?
If you are an investor looking to add inflation
protection to your portfolio and willing to hold on to a
security for the long term, I Bonds may be worth a
look. But remember that they are designed to serve
primarily as a principal-preservation tool rather than a
source of periodic income. If you're looking for
inflation protection that also pays regular income, you
might want to consider TIPS.
On the other hand, because I Bonds are not traded,
they are essentially immune to interest-rate risk
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because changes to prevailing rates have no impact on
their value. The same cannot be said of TIPS, which
are traded and, therefore, susceptible to prevailing
interest-rate movements.
If you are considering I Bonds as a long-term holding,
it might be worth waiting until interest rates begin
moving higher so that you can attempt to lock in a
fixed rate that is above 0% in addition to the inflation
rate on the bond. The I Bond's fixed rate hasn't
reached 1% since 2007, and there's no telling when
rates will return to that level. But for an investment
you plan to hold for many years, any fixed rate is better
than nothing.
Debt securities have varying levels of sensitivity to
changes in interest rates. In general, the price of a debt
security tends to fall when interest rates rise and rise
when interest rates fall. Securities with longer
maturities and mortgage securities can be more
sensitive to interest rate changes.
TIPS are guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the
U.S. government as to the timely payment of principal
and interest. TIPS are subject to risks which include,
but are not limited to, liquidity risk, credit risk,
income risk, and interest-rate risk.
An investment cannot be made directly in an index.
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Retirement Distribution Pitfalls:
Variability in Withdrawals
Accumulation is a key facet of reaching your
retirement goals. However, we tend to see far less
about portfolio drawdown, or decumulation—the
logistics of managing a portfolio from which you're
simultaneously extracting living expenses during
retirement. This can be even more complicated than
accumulating assets.
Pitfall: One of the big mistakes of retirement
distribution can be not allowing for some variability in
your withdrawals, based on need. Many retirees use
the 4% rule, which holds that you withdraw a specific
dollar amount in year 1 of retirement, then adjust that
dollar amount upward each year to account for
inflation. Even though this rule can provide a good
starting point, it's unrealistic to expect that you'll stick
with a fixed withdrawal amount every year. You may
have years when you need to spend more, such as for a
new car, new roof, child's wedding, or a special
vacation, and years when you can get by with less.

April Employment Report: Mixed
News
The April employment report wasn’t so strong that it
created worries about economic overheating and
Federal Reserve tightening, and it wasn’t as weak as to
create concern that the economy was about to slide
back into a recession.
Looking at private sector job growth, which excludes
the much slower-growing government sector, the
three-month average, year-over-year growth rate
remains relatively high at 2.6%, which is down just a
touch from recent highs and still above the 2.4%
average growth rate of the past 12 months. Overall, it
seems the jobs report was strong enough to keep a rate
increase on the table for September, but weak enough
that a June rate increase now appears unlikely.
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Workaround: Be sure to pad anticipated expenses a bit
to account for extras and unanticipated expenditures.
Some retirees, for example, forecast when they would
need to replace cars, take big trips, and repair roofs.
Those padded expenses should be used when
determining whether a withdrawal rate is sustainable.
Alternatively, retirees could manage their distributions
with the expectations that they will in fact not be static
from year to year—for example, paying for
unanticipated expenses on an as-needed basis with the
expectation that they'll have to tighten their belt in
subsequent years.
This is for informational purposes only and should not
be considered tax or financial planning advice. Please
consult a tax and/or financial professional for advice
specific to your individual circumstances. This article
contributed by Christine Benz, Director of Personal
Finance with Morningstar.
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Monthly Market Commentary
This month, it seems that good news is bad news once
again. A series of positive economic data (mainly
stronger employment growth) lit up markets with fear
that growth would rebound sharply in the summer
months, just like in 2014, and that a better economic
situation would likely push the Fed over the edge and
force its first rate increase by September. Potential
homebuyers are likely entering full panic mode as they
scramble to get a deal done before that happens.
GDP: The first-quarter GDP growth rate was revised
from a measly 0.2% to an outright decline of 0.7%.
However, this decline was modestly better than the
previous consensus forecast of a 1% contraction.
Weather, port strikes, and a shifting energy market
made a modestly slowing economy look worse than it
really was. Second-quarter growth should look more
like 2.5%–3%, as consumers rebound and net exports
weigh less heavily on the data.
Employment: The U.S economy added 280,000
nonfarm payroll jobs in May, surpassing the consensus
estimate of 220,000. Certainly there was some help
from the addition of summer jobs in some industries,
but generally it was a very strong and clean report. The
jobs data also exceeded the 12-month average of about
255,000 jobs per month. And like so many other data
points, it appears that the economy is coming off its
weather and West Coast port issues that temporarily
depressed a wide range of economic statistics.
The job growth average for January through April was
a mere 200,000 or so jobs per month, well below the
annual average and a sharp falloff from a very strong
autumn. Viewed on a year-over-year average basis, the
jobs market has been consistently strong since
September 2014. Private-sector employment has been
growing at a rate of about 2.6%. Adding in the
lethargic government sector, nonfarm payrolls have
been expanding at a very healthy 2.3% rate.
Wages: While the market always focuses on the jobs
number, wage growth is nearly as important. Monthto-month wage progression was also robust at a 0.3%
monthly rate (3.6% annualized) and the year-over-year
hourly wage growth rates also appear to be improving,
although in a less dramatic fashion.
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Consumption and Savings: Monthly consumption
data looked stagnant in April. Consumers are not
spending all of their real income growth (which
includes investment and rent income) or wage growth.
Whenever that gap has become that wide in the past,
there has been a combination of a downward revision
to earnings and an acceleration in consumer spending.
We saw this very pattern last summer. Morningstar
economists don’t believe that consumers have become
prolific savers. Instead, the more likely reason may be a
physical inability to spend money (poor weather, lack
of imported goods) and a mismatch of when the GDP
report suggests consumers are spending their money
and when those bills are actually paid. (February's
nasty utility bills, which counted in February
consumption reports, were likely paid in April,
potentially dampening April retail sales and
consumption reports, as well).
Housing: For a big change, all of the recent housing
data showed a housing market that is accelerating
across the board. Home price data, pending sales of
existing homes, and new home sales all showed
surprising strength and generally exceeded analysts’
expectations. An improving housing market is the
linchpin to the economy maintaining its 2.0%–2.5%
growth rate in 2015, even in the face of a decline in
real GDP in the first quarter. A 3% direct impact on
GDP may seem small, but if the sector can manage
15% overall growth, that would amount to a 0.5%
contribution to GDP. While that may not sound like a
lot, a 0.5% contribution in a world of 2.0%–2.5%
growth is a big deal. (Housing's contribution in 2014
was a mere 0.1%.) Also, demographics will continue to
keep a lid on growth that is still not fully appreciated
by the market.
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About Contour Financial
This newsletter is the link to a resource that will
answer your most important financial question,
namely:

Contour Financial is a private wealth management
business located in Orland Park, Illinois. We work
primarily with middle income and wealthy clients. As
a fee-only firm, all compensation is disclosed. For
clients seeking investment management by our firm,
assets are held at Charles Schwab Institutional, an
industry leader.

• If employed – When can I retire?
• If not employed – Can I stay retired?
Contour Financial will answer this question, suggest
alternative scenarios, if needed, and implement
investment strategies in order to reach your objectives.
Customized strategies are developed and
implemented. Personalized service is provided to
clients. Investment, retirement, tax, estate, insurance,
cash flow and education planning are all integral parts
to the process.
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